Instructions on how to join the Language Learning eCommunities

1. Log onto the LMS (For students this is via “My Uni – Applications”)

2. Click on “eCommunities” at the top, then “eCommunity Self-enrolment”

3. Scroll down the list of available eCommunities, and when you find the one you want, click “Join”

4. Log out of the LMS and then log in again – the eCommunities you've joined should appear on your LMS home page

5. Click on the link to the eCommunity you want, e.g “Language Learning – French” – you will be taken to a Blackboard page

6. Under the left-hand column, click the movie list (e.g. “French Movies”)

7. Click on the movie you want to watch – it will open in a new tab.

   Be sure to use Google CHROME as your preferred browser for optimal viewing.

   Other browsers do not play the movies well and/or have no user control options.